BURGERS AND FRIES

RELEASED: August 2010

CHOREO: Doug & Leslie Dodge, 192 Paradise Road, Santa Barbara, CA 93105
(805) 964-8632, douglas.dodge@yahoo.com or dodgedance@earthlink.net

RECORD: Dance: Burgers and Fries  Artist: Charlie Pride

RHYTHM: Two Step, RAL Phase II + 2 (whaletail, strolling vine), moderate level

FOOTWORK: Opposite (Woman’s footwork or action in parentheses)

SEQUENCE: Intro, A, B, A mod, B, A, Ending

SPEED: 47 rpm equivalent

Meas:

INTRODUCTION

1-4  (BFLY POS) WAIT 2 MEAS in SCP;;

1-2  SCP position wait;;

PART A

1-4  2 FWD TWO-STEP;; 2 TURNING TWO-STEP to LOD;;

1-4  fwd, cl, fwd, -; fwd, cl, fwd, -; sd, cl, turn, -; sd, cl, turn, - (ending CP-LOD);

5-8  PROG SCISSORS;; WHALETAIL;;

5-8  sd, cl, X, -; sd, cl, X, -; XIB, sd, fwd, lk; sd, cl, XIB, sd;

9-12  FWD, LK, FWD; FWD, LK, FWD; FWD HITCH; HITCH / SCIS to SCP;

9-12  fwd, lk, fwd, -; fwd, lk, fwd, -; fwd, cl, bk, -; bk, cl, fwd, - (fwd turn, cl, XIF, -);

13-18  2 FWD TWO-STEP;; OPEN VINE 3, MANUV ON 4;; PIVOT 2; TWIRL 2;

13-16  same as meas. 1 & 2;; sd, -, XIB, -; sd, -, XIF, turn;

17-18  bk turn, -, fwd turn to SCP, -; fwd, -, fwd, - (fwd turn, -, fwd, -);

(2ND time thru, modify meas. 15-18 to: TRAVELING BOX;;);

15-18  sd, cl, fwd, -; trn fwd, -, fwd, -; sd, cl, bk, -; trn fwd, -, fwd, -;
PART B

1-4 **VINE 3, TCH; WRAP; UNWRAP; CHG SIDES:**
   1-2   sd, beh, sd, tch; sd, beh, sd, tch (W turn LF);
   3-4   step, step, step in place (W turn RF to fc), -; fwd, cl, fwd, - (to OP-RLOD);

5-6 **VINE APT 3; VINE TOG 3:**
   5-6   sd, beh, sd, tch; sd, beh, sd, tch, - (Bfly-COH);

7-10 **VINE 3, TCH; WRAP; UNWRAP; CHG SIDES:**
   7-8   same as meas. 1-2 of Part B
   9-10   same as meas 3-4 of Part B

11-12 **CIRCLE AWAY & TOG:**
   11-12   fwd trn, cl, fwd trn, -; fwd trn, cl, fwd trn, - (CP-Wall);

13-16 **STROLLING VINE:::**
   13-16   sd, -, XIB, -; sd, cl, trn, -; sd, -, XIB, -; sd, cl, trn;

ENDING

1-7 **2 FWD TWO-STEMPS; TRAVELING BOX with TWIRLS; APT, PT:**
   1-2   same as meas 1-2 of Part A;
   3-4   sd, cl, fwd, -; trn fwd, -, fwd, - (W twirl LF);
   5-6   sd, cl, bk, -; trn fwd, -, fwd, - (W twirl RF);
   7    apt, -, pt, -;